AGREEMENT FOR THE PROVISION OF VOLUNTARY CHINESE TEACHERS

AFFAIRS DIVISION BETWEEN CONFUCIUS INSTITUTE /HANBAN, CHINA AND UNIVERSITY OF CUENCA, ECUADOR

In order to further strengthen cooperation between China and Ecuador in the field of education, support and promote the development of Chinese language teaching in Ecuador, enhance mutual understanding and friendship between the two peoples, appearing on the one hand Confucius Institute /Headquarters /Hanban, China(PART A), and moreover the UNIVERSITY OF CUENCA - Ecuador(PART B), those who do so through their representatives, in order to sign this agreement, both parties have agreed as follows:

SECTION ONE: PART A in this Agreement agrees to send Chinese volunteer teachers to PART B in their efforts supporting the teaching of Chinese volunteers.

SECTION TWO: THE ROLES OF THE PARTIES

PART A shall be obligated to:

2.1 Dispatched Chinese volunteer teacher in accordance with the specific requirements of PART B;

2.2 Provide volunteer teachers of Chinese international round-trip flight tickets;

2.3 Provide teaching materials for Chinese volunteer teachers;

PART B shall be obligated to:

2.4 Provide necessary teaching facilities in proper conditions for volunteer teachers: office, classroom, equipments;

2.5 Recognize an economic incentive worth $350.00 monthly (Three hundred and fifty US Dollars) for each Chinese volunteer teacher that will cover their personal expenses to stay in the city of Cuenca;
2.6 Include furnished home for Chinese volunteer teachers during their stay at the University of Cuenca - Ecuador housing. The dormitory will have facilities such as bed, bedclothes, washing machine, freezer, stove, microwave, rice cooker, juice maker, hot water, an air conditioner, Wi-Fi, etc.

2.7 Provide Medical Insurance for Chinese volunteer teachers;

2.8 Ensure volunteer Chinese teacher enjoy the same rights and privileges as other teachers in similar positions at the University of Cuenca - Ecuador;

2.9 Provide relevant materials to volunteer visa.

SECTION THREE: DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTS.

3.1 Curriculum: Chinese conversation, Chinese characters, Chinese reading and interpretation, etc;

3.2 Purpose of Education: help students of the University of Cuenca - Ecuador to study Chinese;

3.3 Working hours: Volunteer weekly working time does not exceed 20 lessons per week, 45 minutes per lesson to calculate;

3.4 The students who learn Chinese are mainly related to the Chinese field in their future work;

3.5 Being able to speak Spanish or English in education and everyday communication;

3.6 Volunteers can be undergraduate or graduate degree.

SECTION FOURTH: AMENDMENT. - Amendment, modification or alteration of this Agreement shall be made by both parties; the new agreement shall be signed by the participants from both sides by mutual consent.

SECTION FIVE: DURATION AND TERMINACIÓN.- This Agreement shall enter into force on the date of its signing and shall be valid for a period of five (5) years. After
the expiry of the agreement period, the two sides need to continue cooperation agreement separately determined cooperation.

SECTION SIX: LANGUAGES.- This agreement is written in Chinese, English and Spanish, printed in duplicate each, Three texts being equally authentic.

SECTION SEVEN: LAW AND JURISDICTION.- All disputes (a) interpretation of the relevant provisions of the agreement or to fulfill, such as occur through friendly negotiation should be resolved, such as the negotiation fails, either party has the right to bring a lawsuit to the Confucius Institute headquarters of the People’s Court.

(b) To resolve disputes related to this agreement apply existing laws.

PART A: Signed on: 2016. 2. 26........

Authorized signatory

For Affairs Division Volunteer Confucius Institute Headquarters / Hanban, China

Authorized signatory.

Address: No. 129, De Sheng Men Wai Street, Xicheng District, 100088, Beijing.

PART B: Signed on: 18 ENE 2018

Ing. Fabián Carrasco Castro

Rector University of Cuenca - Ecuador

Address: Av. 12 de Abril s/n y Agustín Cueva, 010201, Cuenca-Ecuador